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Some Uses of Computers in the Social Sciences 
EDWARD M. FOSTER 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 
At least in economics, we tend to think of the prob-
lems that confront us in terms of models: The way to "ex-
plain" some phenomenon of the world is to constmct a 
"model"-a simplified description, often in mathematical 
form, that abstracts from what we hope is irrelevant de-
tail in order to focus on the relationships that are pri-
marily responsible for the phenomenon in question. And 
the way to make predictions about some aspect of reality 
is to apply the relevant model, observing how it reacts 
to the postulated set of circumstances, and applying those 
results to the real world counterpart. 
I should like to employ this way of looking at things 
in order to establish a simple two-way classification of 
the ways in which social scientists use computers. The 
first way in which a computer might be used is in the 
manipulation of data. This might mean manipulation in 
order to conduct a formal statistical test of the validity 
of a model already specified, or in order to estimate the 
values of various parameters of the model; or it might 
simply mean the summarizing or classifying of a mass 
of raw data in order to help the investigator to think 
more clearly about his problem. The second way in 
which a computer might be used is to use a model al-
ready formulated to simulate t4e real world. Such a sim-
ulation might be performed for either of two reasons. 
First, we might believe that the model gives a reason-
ably good description of reality, and want to find out 
its consequences; then we "operate" the model in order 
to simulate the real world-just as the aeronautical en-
gineer builds a mathematical model of the behavior of 
an airplane wing in flight, then simulates a real flight by 
subjecting the model to various changes in the environ-
ment, velocity, etc., to find out what would happen un-
der the same set of circumstances to a real wing. Or 
second, we might use simulation as a test of the model 
itself. If we know the real-world consequence of a given 
change in environment, we can see if the model, sub-
jected to the same change, yields the same consequence . 
If it does not, we know that the model has to be changed. 
I should like to illustrate these alternative uses by des-
cribing three examples. The first of these is a very well-
known, and exceedingly useful, model from economics-
the input-output model. This model is designed to sim-
ulate the operation of the whole national economy, and 
in particular is designed to answer the following ques-
tion ( although its usefulness is by no means limited to 
this question) : Suppose we are to have a given level of 
output from each industry to be used for household con-
sumption, supplies of military and other government 
departments, investment in new plant and equipment 
and inventory stockpiles, and export to abroad; what 
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total output must be produced by each industry in order 
to achieve that goal? The total must obviously be much 
larger, in many cases, than the "net" amounts that we 
want to end up with. The amount of electric power pro-
duced, for example, must not only be sufficient for the 
needs of households and government that we specify, but 
must also supply the industries that are producing the 
flour, automobiles, missiles, etc., that appear in the list 
of goals. To be able to answer such a question is im-
portant, because only by knowing the total production re-
quired in order to produce a given "menu" of goods for 
consumption, government use, investment and export, 
can we know whether or not such a menu is feasible--
whether or not it requires more capacity in certain in-
dustries than the country has. 
Leontief's1 input-output model gives a relatively sim-
ple, but useful, answer to the question posed above. The 
following equations describe the model: 
X1 = a11X1 + a12X2 + ... + a1nXn + C1 
X2 = a21X1 + a22X2 + ... + a2nXn + C2 
Xn = au1X1 + an2X2 + ... + annXn + Cn 
Here the X's represent total output of each industry 
( measured in dollars), with the subscripts identifying 
the industry. The C's represent net output, the amount 
that must be reserved for consumption, government, in-
vestment and export ( again measured in dollars) . And 
the a's are coefficients representing the amount of one 
product needed to produce $1 worth of another product. 
If industry 1 is coal and industry 2 is steel, for example, 
a12 represents the amount of coal needed to produce $1 
worth of steel; and in general a.; represents the amount 
of product i needed to produce $1 worth of product j. 
Thus the first equation says that the total output of coal 
must be sufficient to supply the needs of the coal in-
dustry (as fuel), plus the needs of the steel industry, plus 
the needs of all the other industries, plus an amount C 1 
to be used outside the industrial sector. The other equa-
tions can be similarly interpreted, with one equation for 
each industry in the economy. (Of course, not all goods 
are needed by all industries; agricultural products are 
not used directly in steel making, for example. But that 
just means that the value of the relevant a coefficient is 
zero.) 
The model thus prescribes a set of n equations, one 
for each of the n industries, and contains n unknowns, 
X1, X2, ... ,X,,. Except under very unusual circum-
stances 2 it is possible to calculate the X's as functions of 
1Leontief, 19 51. 
• The coefficient matrix must be nonsingular. 
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the C's. The role of the computer has not yet been men-
tioned. That role becomes obvious, though, when it is 
explained that the number of industries used in the latest 
study of this kind in the U. S., was approximately two 
hundred; that means that approximately 40,000 coeffi-
cients-the au-had to be calculated. It was decided at 
that point that, even with access to the largest and fastest 
computers then available, two hundred equations were 
too many to be solved as a simultaneous system, and 
industries were grouped together so as to leave only 
about fifty equations to solve simultaneously. The sol-
ution3 yields some interesting results: While agricultural 
products do not enter into the steelmaking process, for 
example, actually $0.012 worth of agricultural products 
are used, indirectly, to make $1 worth of steel; agricul-
tural products are used by the chemical industry as in-
puts, for example, and they in turn supply the iron and 
steel industry from their outputs. And while $0.069 
worth of petroleum and coal products are used directly 
in producing $1 worth of iron and steel, when all the 
indirect uses are added ( coal used by the industries that 
supply iron and steel makers, and by the industries that 
supply the industries that supply iron and steel makers, 
and so forth) the total value of petroleum and coal prod-
ucts used to produce $1 worth of iron and steel is $0.177 
-two and one-half times the value of that used directly. 
For further discussion of the input-output model, the 
reader is referred to the bibliography. We have seen here 
that the model illustrates both uses of computers that 
were mentioned above. First the magnitude of the data-
processing job in estimating the 40,000 coefficients ob-
viously requires electronic equipment. Then having ob-
tained parameter estimates the model is used to simulate 
the actual economy, in order to answer such questions as 
"what total output of coal is required to produce $1,-
000,000 worth of steel for export?" 
My second example of computer usage comes from 
an investigation now being performed by a colleague 
in the political science department; it differs markedly 
from the first in scope. Political scientists are of course 
interested in the process of formation of coalitions in so-
ciety. One such form of coalition that is of especial in-
terest, and one that can be studied fairly conveniently, 
is a coalition of legislators-a "legislative block", in the 
political scientist's terminology. 
In order to investigate such groups, however, one 
needs a relatively unambiguous way of defining the mem-
bership of the various "blocks", and this is the point 
at which a computer has been introduced. My col-
league is experimenting with the following technique for 
defining legislative blocks in an operational way (using 
last year's voting record from the Minnesota Senate for 
data): For any pair of legislators, count the number of 
times they voted the same way on a given bill; divide 
by the number of bills on which they both voted. Do 
this for each pair of legislators; if the result gives clus-
ters of people who all vote alike a high percentage of 
the time, there are good grounds for calling such a group 
a "legislative block". 
One can imagine how much of a chore this procedure 
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would be, if done by hand calculation (the 67 mem-
bers of the Minnesota Senate contain 67:66/ 2 or 2,211 
separate pairs!); using even a small computer, the pro-
cedure is quite simple. This example is one in which 
the investigator is simply using the computer to sum-
marize the raw data, and put it in a form in which he 
can use it for further tests concerning the nature of block 
formation. 
My final example is a simulation study-one of those 
that are designed to test the investigators' understanding 
of the real world phenomena by comparing the output of 
the model with the known results from outside the model. 
The study in question is one of a large number that have 
been performed in recent years in the Graduate School 
of Industrial Administration of the Carnegie Institute 
of Technology, all designed to throw light on the way 
people solve problems and make decisions. 4 This par-
ticular study was designed to simulate the decision-mak-
ing process of an investment officer in a bank, when he 
decides on a portfolio of stocks for a trust under his 
control. 5 If a computer program could be written that, 
given the same information as the trust officer, decides 
on the same portfolio, there is some reason to think 
that the investigators have a valid description of the proc-
ess of reasoning used by the banker. 
Before designing the program, the investigators were 
permitted to interview the trust officer of a local bank, 
review past portfolios that he had selected, and were 
even permitted to eavesdrop on his decision-making: he 
talked into a tape recorder as he worked, trying to ex-
plain the procedure he used. Having analyzed all this 
information, the investigators wrote a computer program 
designed to "replace" the trust officer, that is to choose 
the same portfolio of stocks that be would choose, in 
the same circumstances. This task was made consider-
ably easier than might be imagined by the fact that the 
bank customarily worked from a list of eighty companies, 
from which all portfolios were constructed; so the pro-
gram was only required to choose a portfolio from these 
eighty stocks rather than from the whole list of publicly-
owned corporations in the United States. 
The computer was then asked to construct a portfolio 
for a given individual, and was supplied with all the 
relevant information: the amount of money to be in-
vested, the goal of the account (in one case, that of a 
prosperous young lawyer, this was to select stocks with 
good long-term growth prospects, having little regard 
for current income or short-term price fluctuations, for 
example), plus a little more technical and legal infor-
mation on the structure of the trust. Information about 
the eighty companies-their dividend histories, market 
prices, asset values, and so forth-were also supplied to 
the computer, and the portfolio was selected on the basis 
of all this information. Independently, the trust officer 
3 See Evans and Hoffenberg, 1952. 
'One fascinating product from that research is a computer pro-
gram that will construct proofs for theorems in mathematical logic 
- for example, theorems from Russel and Whitehead's Principia 
Mathematica. See Newell and Simon, 1956 and 1959. 
• See Clarkson and Meltzer, 1960. 












constructed a portfolio for the same individual. For the 
young lawyer mentioned above, the results were as fol-
lows0: 
Computer's Banker's 
Company portfolio portfolio 
Monsanto Chemical 85 shares 80 shares 
IBM 10 shares IO shares 
Continental Oil 50 shares 45 shares 
Owens Corning 45 shares 50 shares 
It is to be emphasized that, not only the number of 
shares of each company's stock, but the choice of the 
companies themselves, were made quite independently. 
And similarly impressive results were obtained for other 
portfolios with different goals. 
The three examples I have described above illustrate 
the computer uses listed at the beginning of this discus-
sion: data manipulation and simulation. I think they 
might also serve to illustrate another point: Social sci-
entists do not do anything on ( digital) computers that 
could not be done, at least conceptually, without them7 • 
But social scientists do put a lot of problems on compu-
ters that would not be financially possible, or feasible, 
without them; and the result has been, at the very least, 
a considerable simplification of the job of the investigator 
(as in the case of the "legislative block" analysis des-
• Clarkson and Meltzer, page 479. 
'I should think that the whole class of problems that can be 
solved on a digital computer but could not even conceptually be 
solved without one would be extremely small- limited to those 
problems in which computation time is of the essence, as in guid-
ance and tracking systems described by Mr. Knutson in his con-
tribution to this symposium . 
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cribed above) or, on occasion, a marked increase in 
the complexity, sophistication and utility of his study. 
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